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RACK LUXOR 7.5-FOOT 4-IN-1 MULTI-GAME SWIVEL BILLIARD/POOL TABLE
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE 7.5FT SWIVEL 4-IN-1 MULTIGAMES TABLE

Please keep these instructions for future reference. Adult assembly required.
This table is not a toy & is intended for use by or under the

supervision of adults.

Tools required

Philips Screwdriver-not included
Standard (flat head)Screwdriver- not included
Allen Wrench -included
Note: electric screwdrivers may be helpful during assembly however please set a low torque 
& use extreme caution.

Assembly Tips

Make sure you understand the following before you begin to assemble your games table.

        1. Save all packing materials until the parts have been inspected & the table is 
            assembled.
        2. Lay the box on a flat surface (the floor). You may want this near your area of assembly.
        3. If any parts are missing please contact RACK POOL TABLES immediately.
        4. Note that some parts are stored inside the table top.



Table Body Air Hockey Playsurface
1 piece

Locker
Pre-Installed

Rotational Bolt
Pre-Installed Pre-Installed

Leg Base Board
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4 pieces

4 pieces 4 pieces

Air Blower
Pre-Installed

1 piece2 pieces 2 pieces 6 pieces

4 pieces 4 pieces 2 pieces 1 piece 1 piece

DISTRIBUTION DIAGRAM OF ALL THE PARTS

ASSEMBLY PARTS

4 pieces
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ASSEMBLY VIEW



Lift the air hockey table top off the pool table & Keep it aside safe for the time being, be careful not 
to damage the fan motor.
Remove all accessories and boxes from the inside of the pool table cabinet.
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Attach the Leg B ( #3) to the Leg A ( #2)  using the Screw ( #28) as shown

Attach the Leg Base Board (#14) to the bottom of the leg using the Screw (#27) as shown

The nut for leg leveler is on this side
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Attch the 4 assembled legs to the corners of the Table Body (#1) using the Bolt (#30) and Washer (#31).
Attach the Leg Leveler (#13) to the bottom of the leg as shown. 

Place it in the ground in such a way that all the 4 legs hit the ground at the same time to avoid damages
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Unlock the Switch and rotate the table so that the cross-support beam faces up.

If the locks are not working properly, 
please lift the corner of the table body 
(#1) from the corners gently with your 
hand so that the table can be locked 
easily. 

Lock the table

Unlock
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Now replace the air hockey table top back onto the table frame and at the same time thread the fan 
motor cable through the pre drilled hole located on the cross-support beam and carefully connect  
the connectors 11C & 11B as shown.

Carefully connect the connectors 11C & 11B 
together and lock it!

Thread the fan motor cable (11C) 
through the pre drilled hole located 
on the cross-support beam.

Connecting the 11C & 11B 
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Carefully replace the air hockey table top back onto the table frame.

Keep the table locked
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Please unlock the table and rotate the table cabinet a little, and attach the air hockey table 
top to the pool table cabinet by using the screw (#27). 

Unlock
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Keep the table unlocked

7
Rotate the air hockey table to attach the other side to the pool table cabinet by using the Screw ( #27)
as shown
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Plug the fan motor cable #11a to the connector in the side panel when you are playing the air 
hockey table.

Lock the table
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If the locks are not working properly, 
please lift the corner of the table body 
(#1) from the corners gently with your 
hand so that the table can be locked 
easily. 
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Please first unplug the fan motor cable (#11a) and unlock the table when you want to rotate the 
air hockey table to change it to pool table. 

Unlock

Unplug
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Now that you have completed the assembly successfully, you can now enjoy hours of endless fun with 
your new RACK 4 - in - 1 Table

Lock the table

If the locks are not working properly, 
please lift the corner of the table body 
(#1) from the corners gently with your 
hand so that the table can be locked 
easily. 
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Keep the table locked

Place the Table Tennis Top ( 4A & 4B) onto the pool table using the Top Alignment Pin (#12) and the 
table tennis top support board (#5) placed underneath. Install the Net Posts (#16) and Net (#15). See 
Step 11 and Step 12. 

 Place 6 PCS EVA Pads (#10) as shown for table tennis flatness purpose if required.
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Important Safety Operating Instructions

1. Caution - this table is not a toy & is intended for use by or under the supervision of adults. Adults 
should review safety guidelines with children to avoid possible risk of electric shock or other injuries.
2. Power sources - the hockey game should be operated only from 110-120V AC.
3. The power cable should be routed so that it is not likely to be walked on or pinched by items placed 
upon or against it.
4. Ventilation - openings in the game are provided for the exhaust air to create a cushion effect. The 
openings on the air blower are for the intake air. Keep clear of the air blower when it is on. Do not put 
your hand or other objects near the intake openings. To ensure reliable operation of the game & protect 
it from overheating these openings must not be blocked or covered.
5. This product is intended for indoor use only. Please do not sit, climb or lean on the table. Do not drag 
the table when moving it in order to avoid damaging the legs. Please use just furniture spray polish to 
clean the exterior surfaces.

Environmental Protection

Waste electrical products should not be disposed of with household waste. Please recycle where 
facilities exist. Check with your Local Authority or retailer for recycling advice.

1. Use only a slightly damp soft cloth to clean.
2. This product is intended for INDOOR use only.
3. DO NOT sit, climb or lean on the table.
4. DO NOT drag the table when moving it. This will damage the legs.
5. DO NOT set drinks on the table.
6. Use a carpenters level to properly level table using the leg levelers.
7. Periodically check all bolts and screws for correct tightness.
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